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Executive Summary
The European Commission adopted the Blue Growth Strategy in 2012 in order to harness the potential of
Europe’s oceans, seas and coasts for growth and jobs. Since the adoption of the strategy, the Blue
Economy has become a driver for Europe’s welfare and prosperity. Europe’s maritime economy is
expected to become an even more signiﬁcant source of jobs and growth in the years to come. However,
despite concerted eﬀorts by the European Union to increase funding for Blue Economy actors, access to
funding with acceptable terms remains a key obstacle for innovative businesses. This study addresses
the funding gap for innovative and sustainable business sectors in a Blue Economy that
makes up 5% of the EU's GDP. The European Union has increasingly been working with partners such
as the EIB Group to look into ways to stimulate investment in the Blue Economy, but despite the progress
achieved, there is still room for improvement in ﬁnancial support for Blue Economy actors.
This report makes recommendations on closing the remaining funding gaps through a Blue
Economy Investment Platform (BEIP). With the implementation of such a BEIP, access to funds for
companies working in under-funded areas of the Blue Economy should be improved. Funding gaps for
sustainable businesses that provide inclusive growth and employment was therefore given particular
attention. The recommendations made in the report seek to contribute directly to the implementation
phase of the European Commission’s mobilisation of funds in a way that leverages additional investment
from the public and private sectors. An analysis of the existing requirements of market participants
through direct engagement and a careful evaluation of possible options are at the core of this
recommendation paper.
Our recommendations are based on strong engagement with the maritime SME community
and a detailed analysis of the funding needs of maritime SMEs. This was carried out by the Acacia
team of SME Finance Experts during the ﬁrst half of 2018. The project team was tasked with the
development of a Blue Economy pipeline of companies and projects, which led to the identiﬁcation of 400

companies based on a database compiled by DG Mare and EASME and additional research by the team.
The team elaborated a longlist of 100 eligible companies of the sector which was then further
ﬁltered down to a series of 35 Investment Dossiers which showcased some of the most
promising companies. With the help of information directly from market participants on funding gaps,
the team was able to draw overall conclusions and come up with recommendations for the BEIP. Although
not part of the main activity, a number of funding actors considered as particularly important were also
consulted within the framework of the project.
A wide desk-based survey of existing ﬁnancing platforms has made it possible to paint a clear
and representative picture of the existing ﬁnancing platforms in the Blue Economy Sector.
115 relevant existing ﬁnancing platforms were identiﬁed, out of which 72 organisations were classiﬁed as
being relevant for the Blue Economy (i.e. assessed as high or medium relevance). A signiﬁcant number of
those existing platforms were included in the study through active outreach, interviews, attendance and
organisation of workshops and conferences. This interaction allowed the team to build up clear picture of
ﬁnancing gaps and opportunities to be addressed by the BEIP. The existing ﬁnancing platforms relevant
for the Blue Economy were broken down to eight categories: Investment Fund Managers, investment
platforms, commercial banks, public banks, accelerators, crowdfunding platforms, EU Financial
Institutions, and other. The analysis revealed that the largest share of identiﬁed ﬁnancing platforms
(43%) are investment fund managers. Although very heterogeneous in their sectoral focus (and often not
dedicated to the Blue Economy), the form of funding provided by fund managers is typically equity
investment with amounts varying widely from EUR 0.2 to EUR 60 million. EU ﬁnancial institutions and
associated mechanisms make up the second largest identiﬁed groups with 17%. Public banks (13%) also
play an active role, particularly in catalysing more investment from the private sector within high growth
potential SMEs.

Figure 1 Relevance of the identified existing financing platforms

Figure 1: Relevance of the identiﬁed existing ﬁnancing platforms
Source: Study team, own considerations

The analysis of existing platforms led to the interesting observation that 65% of highly relevant investors
for the Blue Economy were only established within the past ﬁve years and 35% were only created within
the past three years. This observation underlines the relative immaturity of the ﬁnancing landscape, but
the rapid growth also illustrates the perceived attractiveness of the Blue Economy sectors over the last
few years. Recently established funds, however, will not show clear portfolio performance for another 5-8
years. Hence, the study shows that the ﬁnance sector relevant for the Blue Economy is still
emerging and lacks the maturity of more established sectors. This trend is also conﬁrmed by a
recent EIF VC Survey 20181, showing that a substantial number of ﬁnancing platforms are not speciﬁcally
dedicated to the Blue Economy, but cover a broad range of sectors, including components of the Blue
Economy. Furthermore, the actual scale of investment into the Blue Economy sectors remains somewhat
unclear, due to a shortage of data.

Likelihood for portfolio to include an investee in specific industries – current vs. future portfolio

Figure 2 Likelihood for portfolio to include an investee in speciﬁc industries – current vs. future portfolio
Source: study team - own considerations
The ﬁgure below illustrates the sectoral coverage across the assessed ﬁnancing platforms:

Sectoral coverage across the assessed financing platforms

Figure 3 Sectoral coverage across the assessed ﬁnancing platforms
Source: Study team, own considerations
Consultations with investees, investors and fund managers revealed substantial diﬀerences in scale and
types of investment required by the diﬀerent sectors of the Blue Economy, which ﬂags the need to
develop tailored support mechanisms. Our analysis of the market need conﬁrms the necessity of
the implementation of a BEIP that takes into account the varying Blue Economy sectoral
needs, in order to ensure that funds reach the innovative, young businesses contributing to
sustainable economic sectors. In order to satisfy the diﬀerent investment needs of the Blue Economy
sub-sectors, the BEIP should ensure that expert knowledge of Blue Economy technologies and markets is
mobilised to make good investment decisions. Some targeted companies were already somewhat or
highly successful in attracting external funding. Their success was often the result of a great amount of
eﬀort and involved the navigation of a very diﬃcult investment process. The design of a future BEIP
should consequently concentrate on the sectors most in need of ﬁnancial support, namely coastal
protection and emerging ocean energy sources (other than wind energy), some parts of the seafood,
oﬀshore wind and coastal tourism sectors.
Table 1 Availability of funding across the diﬀerent sectors

Availability of funding across the different sectors

Our study clearly identiﬁes the funding gap and highlights key causes of companies' inability
to raise money. We found that while most companies consulted were able to secure early funding
often up to EUR 2-3 million through a mixture of family, friends, business partners, small–scale grants
and loans, it is diﬃcult for companies to go beyond the EUR 2-3 million mark to achieve the ‘next stage’
of business growth. Mainstream later stage investors in mature businesses, of which there are many, are
often more interested in funding opportunities with above the EUR 15 million threshold. Hence there is a
funding gap for amounts between EUR
3 million and EUR 15 million. As a result, companies need to professionalise their approach, undertake
the necessary research, or prepare thoroughly before seeking external investment. Businesses generally
welcome EU soft funding, but at the same time, they criticise the lack of ﬂexibility and complexity of
rules and regulations that come with it. The analysis demonstrates similarities of ﬁnancing gap issues
between the Blue Economy and mainstream sectors. Note that this study did not include consideration
of larger infrastructure projects that would require larger amounts of ﬁnance. The needs of such projects
are generally addressed by national governments or established infrastructure investors and do not
suﬀer from the same inability to attract investor attention as the smaller companies that have been the
focus of this study.
The analysis indicates that it is essential for a BEIP to take into account developments at EU
level and contribute to a simpliﬁcation of the funding landscape. A better combination of public
and private funds (including EU ﬁnancial instruments) could lead to a simpliﬁcation and reduction of a
possible market confusion. InvestEU – although it is not an exclusive Blue Economy tool – already moves
in this direction. Stronger visibility, transparency and active engagement with policy-makers dealing
with the post 2020 programmes and funding arrangements could further help attract more private
funding from businesses and investors by creating more attractive structures.
The ﬁgures below illustrate the types of businesses targeted by the ﬁnancing platforms:

Nature of the targeted businesses
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Source: study team own considerations
The results of the ﬁnancing platform mapping identiﬁed a large number of ﬁnancing instruments available
to the businesses working in this sector. A platform focused on the Blue Economy can have a
genuinely beneﬁcial role in gathering together funds from public and private sources into a
single ﬁnancing platform. In order to implement a platform that satisﬁes the requirements of the Blue
Economy sector and ensures facilitation of potential additional investment, the report presents a series of
possible structural options for the development of a BEIP in section 5. These proposed generic structures
range from direct, to indirect and co- investment structures. A certain number of key objectives need to be
taken into account by the ﬁnancing platform to be put in place. These include a reasonably short
implementation time, the possibility to leverage the ﬁnancial resources of the European Commission,
avoidance of duplication and competition with existing players, attractiveness for investors, as well as the
right kind of funding for investees.
In addition to the core activity of the BEIP to deploy capital to businesses in the Blue Economy sector,
eﬀorts should be made to include technical assistance and/or a grant-funded advocacy function in the
BEIP. On the one hand, a technical assistance facility could strengthen those underlying
companies to which the BEIP provided capital (indirectly) and maximise eﬀorts of the fund
managers supported by the BEIP. Technical assistance would positively aﬀect the risk of the
underlying portfolio by addressing weaknesses in end recipients of funds. It would also strengthen the
capabilities of fund managers selected by the BEIP to operate in the Blue Economy. On the other hand,
advocacy could add value to speciﬁc sectors that are still in need of stronger regulation. The
fund manager can play an essential role by building connections with relevant stakeholders that are
involved in improving relevant areas such as investment or environmental regulations. It is to be noted
that such additional features cannot be ﬁnanced by the fund manager itself but would have to be ﬁnanced
separately.
The analysis of the market needs led to the conclusion that a Blue Economy Umbrella Fund
Structure would be the best way to implement a BEIP, as it will allow optimal allocation to subsectors that are most in need of investment during the implementation period. An umbrella fund
makes it possible to support generalist Blue Economy investment funds, as well as funds that specialised
in particular niches requiring a more in-depth knowledge regarding a sector, or funds focused on particular
investment stages or investment instruments. It also enables fund managers best suited to manage the
speciﬁcities of each sub-sector to be responsible for selecting investments and managing and adding value
to their portfolios.
The Umbrella Fund could be set up either as a classical fund of funds structure, or as a virtual
fund of funds structure. A Blue Economy Fund of Funds could invest in any funds that are dedicated to
the Blue Economy or funds whose strategies simply include one or more sub-sectors of the Blue Economy.
A fund of funds can be made up of a single, or of several tranches of diﬀerent seniorities, which could help

ensure that it is able to attract interest from investors with a range of risk appetites. This ﬁnancing
platform could support existing fund managers as well as make speciﬁc public calls for fund managers
according to geography, sector or other criteria if there are no existing fund managers addressing the area
of interest / funding gap.

fund of funds

ﬁgure 5 fund of funds
Source: Study team, own considerations
A virtual Blue Economy Fund of Funds pursues a similar result, with the diﬀerence of achieving
advantage of the EU ﬁnancial resources that are committed on fund-by-fund basis instead of
through a single fund of funds vehicle. Financial resources from EU institutions, such as DGs, EFSI, EIF
etc. can be collected in the ‘European Investment Platform’. Those ﬁnancial resources are then reinvested in speciﬁc funds that oblige each recipient fund manager to raise a certain amount of additional
funding from other public or private sources. The virtual fund of funds structure comes with attractive cost
characteristics and could be considered as a better ﬁt for public bodies, including the EIF Innovﬁn platform.
Speciﬁc legal constraints faced by DG Mare, particularly regarding how available funds can be deployed,
will have to be taken into account and might require adjustments to the proposed structures. The
recommended size of the BEIP is of the order of EUR180m, which is a target that should be revalidated
with prospective managers of the BEIP.

Virtual Blue Economy Fund of funds

ﬁgure 6 Virtual Blue Economy Fund of funds
source study tean own considerations
Together with the selected BEIP fund manager, an investment strategy would have to be agreed upon for
the Fund of Funds. The Fund of Funds can therefore be considered a powerful and ﬂexible way to ensure
that funding reaches both the most promising recipients as well as areas that the Commission judges to be
most in need of additional funding. In the event that it proves impractical to implement the Fund of Funds
structure, it is recommended to look at whether funding could be provided via a dedicated Blue Economy
ﬁnance platform structure, or a co-investment vehicle. These alternatives would also be managed by an
independent organisation, with the principal diﬀerences being the removal of one layer of intermediation
and a corresponding reduction in the ability to apply funds in a targeted way.
The size of the investment gap and the investment dossiers provide ample evidence of the vibrant
business environment and the number of innovative businesses in the various Blue Economy sectors.
There is a strong case for investing additional capital into the Blue Economy. The
establishment of a BEIP will be an essential step towards adequate access to funds for companies
working in this ﬁeld. This report does not include strategic, legal or structural aspects of a possible fund
of funds structure. It is recommended that DG MARE should engage with the EFSI, the EIB/EIF, public and
private investors to ascertain the ﬁt of the Innovﬁn structure. In parallel, a structured approach to
identifying a manager for a classical fund of fund structure should be undertaken. If required, some
additional steps to further strengthen the case for investment into the Blue Economy are outlined below.
Table 2.

Next steps to further strengthen the Blue Economy sector

• Review of listed companies

• Review of exits achieved in the blue economy

• Compiling a list of companies operating in the Blue

• A review of successes already achieved by investors in the

Economy sector that are already quoted on the European
stock exchanges
• Carrying out a simple analysis of the market values to
provide ample evidence of the capacity of the sector to
support business activity
• Case studies of some of these businesses that have
followed a classical innovative business growth trajectory
would complement investment dossiers.
• A ﬁlter would need to applied to ensure that the businesses
highlighted also satisfy blue growth objectives

Blue Economy would be a powerful complement to the
Investment Dossiers.

•
This would be done best by addressing the fund manager
community and seeking out case studies of companies in
which they have invested, and which have subsequently been
successfully sold on.
• The fund managers would normally be pleased to support
this kind of work because, in the case of successful exits, it
would provide them with positive coverage.

•
Analysis could be fortiﬁed with review of M&A and Private

Equity activity across Blue Economy sectors
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